Introducing the new Phonak Virto™ B-Titanium

- New Titanium FitGuide
- New faceplate colors
- Smaller vent options
- Extra Retention
- Biometric Calibration

Even more discreet
The smallest Phonak custom hearing aid just got even more discreet.

Ear impressions are static but ear canals are flexible. The new Titanium FitGuide takes this flexibility into account and indicates how deep the hearing aid can be placed in the ear canal.

Thanks to the new Titanium FitGuide, over 50% of people get a deeper fitting Virto B-Titanium by an average of 2.5 mm. That is the difference between discreet and super discreet.

What else is new?

New faceplate colors
Cocoa  Pink  Black

New vent options
With Virto B-Titanium we offer a new cleaning tool for smaller vents. It allows 0.8 mm vents to be built for optimal feedback thresholds, even for SP receivers.

Extra Retention
New optional shell surface technology.

Biometric Calibration
Precisely calibrated to the individual ear anatomy.